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A B S T R A C T

Fracturing microscale constrictions in metallic wires, such as tungsten, platinum, or platinum-iridium, is a
common fabrication method used to produce atomically sharp tips for scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),
field-emission microscopy and field ion microscopy. Typically, a commercial polycrystalline drawn wire is lo-
cally thinned and then fractured by means of a dislocation slip inside the constriction. We examine a special case
where a dislocation-free microscale constriction is created and fractured in a single crystal tungsten rod with a
long side parallel to the [100] direction. In the absence of dislocations, vacancies become the main defects in the
constriction which breaks under the tensile stress of approximately 10 GPa, which is close to the theoretical
fracture strength for an ideal monocrystalline tungsten. We propose that the vacancies are removed early in the
tensile test by means of deformation annealing, creating a defect-free tungsten constriction which cleaves along
the W(100) plane. This approach enables fabrication of new composite STM probes which demonstrate excellent
stability, atomic resolution and magnetic contrast that cannot be attained using conventional methods.

1. Introduction

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is a powerful experimental
technique for direct visualization of surface morphology, electronic
structure and magnetic properties with atomic scale resolution. The
sensitivity, resolution and other important characteristics of STM lar-
gely depend on its key component; the sharp conductive probe, mainly
fabricated by electrochemical etching of commercial drawn poly-
crystalline tungsten wire or sometimes a single crystalline W rod [1–8].
The tips are produced by plastic deformation and fracture of nanoscale
constrictions formed by etching at the surface of electrolyte [5,7,9–14].
This technique allows for the fabrication of STM probes with a tip apex
radius of less than 30 nm enabling STM imaging with atomic and
subatomic resolution [3,4,6,8]. Although the method has been widely
used, a detailed quantitative study of the process is still required.
Mainly it is due to the use of commercial tungsten wire with unknown
and uncontrolled density of defects and orientation of the W grain at
the tip apex. Studying deformation and fracturing in single crystalline
metallic constrictions can help to better understand the STM probe
fabrication process and how it can be controlled or altered by changing

the density of defects. In particular, at what stage of the thinning pro-
cess can the constriction material be considered to be a perfect crystal.
Growth methods for perfect crystalline materials have been developed
only for a limited class of solids such as silicon [15] while most mate-
rials contain defects in their crystal structure. Lattice defects for ex-
ample, such as grain boundaries, dislocations and vacancies determine
mechanisms of deformation and breaking and significantly affect results
of deformation and fracture experiments [16]. In the case of metals, the
issue is addressed by using reduced size crystals, nanowires, whiskers or
nanopillars [17–21]. For example, the in situ compressive and tensile
testing was conducted along the long axis of tungsten nanopillars,
milled by focused ion beam, where deformation proceeded in a non-
uniform manner along the [001] direction [22,23]. In particular, the
plastic deformation section of the stress-strain curve demonstrated steps
corresponding to discrete stages of stress reductions with increasing
strain. The tension experiments reveal prominent size effects while in
compression the effect is relatively small [22].

Besides the fundamental interest in deformation and fracturing of
single crystalline tungsten, a microscale atomically flat apex termi-
nating a tungsten STM tip is a unique crystallographically oriented
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substrate of high surface energy, where a wide variety of materials can
be epitaxially grown. This provides an opportunity for the fabrication of
unique composite probes, of which production is either undeveloped or
not feasible by conventional mechanical or electrochemical methods.
Using this approach, the probe's functional parameters such as con-
ductivity, band gap, magnetic moment or easy axis can be customized
for the investigation of particular samples or to meet specific experi-
mental requirements. In this regard, magnetite is a promising con-
ductive oxide for spin-dependent STM due to its sensitivity to the sur-
face magnetic moment and local density of states (LDOS) [24–27]. Bulk
magnetite undergoes the Verwey transition at Tv ≈ 120 K from a high
temperature “bad metal” conducting phase to a low-temperature in-
sulating phase. However, magnetite nanocrystals and single crystal thin
films exhibit an electrically driven phase transition below the Verwey
temperature. The signature of this transition is the onset of sharp
conductance switching in high electric fields, which is hysteretic in
voltage similar to memristor switching [28]. Epitaxial growth of mag-
netite on the flat tip apex provides an opportunity to study memristor
switching due to electric field driven Verwey transition in STM ex-
periments. In this work we show that tungsten single crystal probes can
be functionalized by the epitaxial growth of a magnetite (Fe3O4) na-
noparticle on top of a flat W(100) apex and demonstrate the effec-
tiveness and functionality of these probes.

2. Material and methods

Fig. 1 shows a photograph of an experimental setup used to study
the deformation and fracture mechanisms of the constrictions. A Pt ring
was attached to the electromechanical universal testing machine (In-
stron®) and placed between two opposing grips. Tungsten single crystal
rods were passed through the center of the ring and gripped at both
ends such that a long side coincided with the direction of tensile force.
The 2M NaOH electrolyte was suspended in the ring using a pipette.
The electrochemical reaction was initiated by applying a potential
difference between the tungsten rod and platinum ring which served as
anode and cathode, respectively. As the tungsten rod was electro-
chemically etched, the tensile stress was applied by a mechanical test
machine thus allowing simultaneous mechanical tensile testing and
electrochemical etching. This proved to be particularly important as it
was shown later that etching can remove surface defects such as mi-
crocracks or sharp shears formed in the pulling process. Initially,
electrochemical etching was conducted alone in order to create a con-
striction in a tungsten rod, followed by the activation of tensile de-
formation produced by uniaxial stretching applied at a constant rate of
5 µm/min.

A modified method for creating tungsten STM probes using

electrochemical etching was used in this work, as shown in Fig. 2. A
stainless steel cylindrical cathode was placed in a beaker with a 2M
solution of NaOH. Single crystal tungsten rectangular rods, with their
long axes along the [100] crystallographic direction, served as anodes
and were placed coaxially with the cylindrical cathode. The rods were
prepared from 99.95 % purity bulk single crystal tungsten, grown using
an electron-beam floating zone with the growth axis along the [100]
direction [29,30]. The dislocation density in the crystals was around
105 cm−2 corresponding to an average inter-dislocation distance of ≈
30 μm. The 0.5 × 0.5 × 15 mm3 rectangular rods were cut from the
tungsten single crystal by electro-sparking, with an orientation accu-
racy of ~ 3°. 100 μm deep microcracks were removed from the surface
by mechanical grinding after being created by high mechanical stress in
the spark region. The rods were electrochemically polished in 2M
aqueous solution of NaOH for several seconds. Finally, the rods were
electrochemically etched in a 2M solution of NaOH by oxidative dis-
solution at a potential of 3.8 – 4.1 V. The immersed part of the rod (1 –
3.5 mm long) was protected from etching by a polymer layer (epoxy,
varnish or TeflonTM) resulting in the formation of a constriction at the
solution surface due to a capillary wetting effect (see Fig. 2). As the
etching progressed, the constriction gradually reduced in diameter until
it fractured under the weight of the suspended section, when the
breaking tensile strength of tungsten was exceeded.

The fracture point (the area of the apex flat) was controlled by
varying weight of the immersed part, which was proportional to its
length. Commercial drawn polycrystalline tungsten wire 0.3 mm in
diameter was also used in experiments for comparison.

3. Results and discussion

Deformation of the constriction before fracture is most commonly
realized in metals under conditions of plastic deformation, which is
connected to the motion of dislocations [16]. As was mentioned above,
the average distance between dislocations in our tungsten crystals is
approximately 30 µm [29,30]. When the cross-sectional dimensions of a
constriction are smaller than the mean inter-dislocation distance, it is
highly likely that only point defects are present in the constriction

Fig. 1. Photograph of an electrochemical cell set up on the electromechanical
universal testing machine (Instron®): 1 – W single crystalline sample; 2 – Pt
ring; 3 – metal grips; 4 – 2M NaOH electrolyte film.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the tungsten probes preparation: 1 – glass beaker; 2 –
cylindrical stainless steel cathode; 3 – sample constriction; 4 – W single crys-
talline rod; 5 – meniscus; 6 – protective coverage (epoxy, varnish or TeflonTM).
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volume, and plastic deformation proceeds by mechanism other than
motion of linear defects. Therefore, the size of the deformation region is
the key factor defining the plastic deformation and fracturing me-
chanism.

Fig. 3(a) shows an SEM image of a tungsten rod terminated with a
flat W(100) surface created by fracturing a single crystal rod in a
constricted area. It must be noted that the rods were deliberately cut
with a long axis along the [100] direction, as the cleavage {100} and
twinning {112} planes are the most probable planes for brittle fractures
in the bcc tungsten lattice [19,31]. The fractured area was easily
identified as a flat apex and was measured to be approximately 35 µm
across (Fig. 3(a)). The boundary of the plastic deformation region was
identified from the shape of the apex cone and is marked by a yellow
dotted line in Fig. 3(a). The constriction diameter measured approxi-
mately 59 µm across the boundary of the deformation region. The
length of the deformation region from the apex to its supposed
boundary (marked by yellow dotted line) was approximately 20 – 25
µm. Considering that measurements were conducted only on one half of
the rod, the total length of the deformation region doubles and can be
estimated as 40 – 50 µm. Notably, the length of the plastic deformation
region is comparable with the diameter of the constriction and the
average distance between dislocations. Experimental tensile stress-
strain curves were plotted as a function of the rod strain ε defined as

=ε l
l

Δ , where Δl is the constriction elongation and l is the length of the
deformation region, which cannot be accurately directly measured.
However, it was demonstrated in several experiments on the fracture of
rod constrictions that the length of the plastic deformation region was
approximately the same as the constriction diameter in the fractured
area. The estimated constriction elongation under deformation gives a
value of ε of about 180 % (Fig. 3(b)), which agrees with earlier mac-
roscopic deformation studies [32,33]. However this value should be
regarded as an estimate, due to the variation of cross-sectional area in
the deformation region resulting from the elongation and electro-
chemical reaction.

Fig. 3(b) shows a tensile stress-strain curve obtained with the in situ
electrochemical etching. Regions I and II corresponding to different
mechanisms of deformation can be clearly distinguished (as will be
further discussed). The stress-strain dependence in both regions is
linear indicating that the deformation proceeds by different mechanism
than movement and multiplication of dislocations. Notably, the de-
formation and a subsequent fracture proceed without a characteristic
plastic deformation region typical for metals (normally caused by dis-
location movement). The fracture strength σm = 10 GPa is also very
high compared to, for example, 1.26 GPa measured in other studies
[32,33] (see Fig. 3(b)) and is close to the theoretical value for an ideal
tungsten crystal [17,34–38].

Fig. 4 demonstrates the dramatic effect of electrochemical etching
on the deformation and breaking process. It must be emphasized that
electrochemical etching did not result in any significant changes in the
constriction diameter throughout the entire experiment. Changes in the

constriction diameter due to the etching were estimated as 1 % or less
based on the anode current measurements. In order to study the effects
of etching on the deformation and fracture, we repeated the uniaxial
tensile test on identical constrictions under the same conditions, except
that in some of the tests electrochemical etching was not activated (a
potential difference between cathode and anode was not applied). We
also investigated the effects of etching on the deformation and breaking
of constrictions created in a commercial drawn polycrystalline tungsten
wire, which is the commonly used source material in the point probe
fabrication. Essentially, these experiments showed that electrochemical
etching affects deformation process only in single crystal dislocation-
free constrictions and indicated the important role of bulk defects in the
near-surface region. Fig. 4 shows stress-strain curves recorded for single
crystal constrictions with the uniaxial tensile stress applied along the
[100] direction in the absence (red curve and presence (black curve) of
electrochemical etching. Initially, the deformation process in the
monocrystalline rods is not affected by electrochemical etching and
both curves follow approximately the same path until a tensile stress σ
≈ 3 GPa is reached where the constriction, stretched without etching,
enters a regime of plastic deformation and breaks. The etched con-
striction remains intact at this point, but the corresponding stress-strain
curve abruptly changes to a higher slope at a kink point at εc, indicating
a transition to a different deformation regime (switching from regime I
to regime II in Fig. 4). After this transition, the constriction further
elongates under much higher strain ε until it breaks when the tensile
stress reaches the fracture point at σm = 10 GPa. Essentially, activation

Fig. 3. (a) SEM image of a tungsten single
crystal rod fractured in the constricted area by
a tensile stress applied along the [100] direc-
tion while being electrochemically etched in
order to remove the surface defects created in
the deformation process, (b) corresponding
tensile stress-strain curve. Regions I and II
correspond to different linear sections of the
graph and attributed to different deformation
mechanisms.

Fig. 4. Tensile stress-strain curves of mono- and polycrystalline tungsten con-
striction: blue curve corresponds to a tensile test conducted with electro-
chemical etching of a commercial drawn polycrystalline tungsten wire; black
and red curves were recorded in a tensile tests on single crystal samples in the
presence and absence of electrochemical etching, respectively. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.).
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of electrochemical etching approximately doubles the strain and triples
the stress at the fracture point. A significantly different stress-strain
curve, shown in blue in Fig. 4, was recorded for a constriction created in
a commercial drawn polycrystalline wire under the etching conditions
(as discussed later). Note, the single crystal constriction fracture at
significantly higher strain and stress than polycrystalline.

Fig. 5(a) shows an SEM image of a fractured constriction of single
crystal tungsten. Constrictions with a diameter larger than 50 µm
fractured through the defect assisted mechanism creating rough frac-
tured surfaces (Fig. 5(a)) in contrast to the smooth termination on
fractures created for constrictions with a diameter less than 50 µm
(Fig. 3(a)). This would indicate that fracturing proceeds by different
mechanisms for diameters greater and smaller than the mean inter-
dislocation distance, which is manifested in terms of surface roughness.
Fig. 5(b) shows an SEM image of a constriction created in a commercial
drawn polycrystalline tungsten wire. Although the constriction dia-
meter of the commercial drawn polycrystalline wire is only 24 µm
across (less than 35 µm for the single crystal constriction in Fig. 3(a)), it
still contains a number of defects (e.g. dislocations) and fails by defect
assisted mechanism creating a rough fractured surface.

These results indicate that in the case of simultaneous uniaxial
tension and etching a different mechanism of deformation, taking into
account the role of point defects must be considered. There is limited
data on mechanical fracturing of small size tungsten crystals assisted by
simultaneous electrochemical etching. At the same time, changing a
material's bulk mechanical properties through modification of a surface
layer is a well-known and commonly used technique in materials sci-
ence. For example, NaCl crystals demonstrated higher plasticity and
strength when their mechanical properties were tested in water, as
compared to air, due to continuous dissolution of surface material
[39–42]. Brittle fractures in crystals start by nucleation of surface de-
fects such as microcracks or sharp shifts [43] and removal of these
defects by dissolution blocked the microcrack growth or reduced the
microcrack propagation speed into the bulk. As a result, the breaking
strength of the rock salt of approximately 1.6 GPa was achieved
[39,41,42], close to the theoretical strength of 2 GPa [44].

Deformation and fracture of perfect dislocation-free crystals de-
pends on a density of point defects in the material. For example, an-
nealing polycrystalline Cu with a grain size of 200 nm or less at 200 °С
or higher results in a 10 – 20 % change of the Young's modulus due to
the change in the density of vacancies in the Cu grains [45]. At equi-
librium, the density of intrinsic point defects in a single crystal is pro-
portional to −exp ( )E

k TB
, where E is the energy of a point defect forma-

tion, T is the temperature of crystal formation (or melting point) and kB
is the Boltzmann constant. At pre-melting temperatures, the dominant
point defects in tungsten are vacancies. Since the melting point for
tungsten is very high (T = 3695 K), the density of vacancies can be as
high as 3.4 % [31,46]. They formed at the interface between the liquid
molt and the crystal surface and cannot be avoided by optimizing the
growth conditions. When the sample is cooling down during crystal

growth the vacancy concentration reduces, tracking the equilibrium
value, so long as the vacancy relaxation time remains short enough.
However, when the vacancy relaxation time exceeds the cooling time,
the concentration of vacancies can no longer reach the equilibrium
value at any given moment. The relaxation time decreased ex-
ponentially with temperature and becomes comparable with the crystal
growth time at 2000 K (approximately 1 hour in our case) [47]. At
T = 2000 K the equilibrium concentration of vacancies is still high at
about 0.001 % [46,47]. As a result, even a small dislocation-free crys-
talline constriction would still contain a nonequilibrium high density of
vacancies. Under the tensile stress σ, vacancies come into motion si-
milar to the Nabarro-Herring mechanism [48,49], and the flux of va-
cancies depends exponentially on the applied stress [16,49]. However,
different to the Nabarro-Herring creep, they do not nucleate on the
constriction surface. Instead they drift towards the surface from the
bulk of constriction (Fig. 6). Under tensile force, the stress applied to
the constriction region is significantly higher than applied to the rest of
the rod (due to a smaller size of the constriction's cross-sectional area)
which results in a significantly higher vacancy flux in the constriction
volume (Fig. 6). As a result, even at a low tensile load, the constricted
region becomes depleted of vacancies and the further deformation
proceeds on a virtually defect-free crystal with a perfect lattice
(Fig. 3(b)). We propose that this change in the constriction stoichio-
metry manifests itself as a slope rise of the stress-strain curve at εc
which divides the deformation curve in two regions. In the region I,
corresponding to the initial deformation, density of vacancies is sig-
nificantly higher than in the region II, where tungsten lattice is depleted
of point defects. The slope rise indicates depletion of the point defects
from the bulk of the constriction by means of deformation annealing
process.

Fig. 6 schematically shows the migration of vacancies under the

Fig. 5. SEM images of W surfaces in the con-
striction region: (a) surface of a fractured
constriction created in a tungsten single crystal
rod pulled along the [100] direction in the
absence of the electrochemical etching. The
fractured area is approximately 139 × 93 µm2;
(b) surface of a fractured constriction created
in commercial drawn polycrystalline tungsten
wire stretched by simultaneous uniaxial ten-
sion and electrochemical etching. The frac-
tured area is approximately 24 µm. Both sur-
faces display rough termination.

Fig. 6. Schematic of mass vacancy drift (shown with blue dotted arrows) in the
constriction region under uniaxial tensile stress applied in the [100] direction
resulting in a macroscopic change in the form of a constriction of tungsten rod.
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influence of an external tensile stress. Vacancies migrate towards the
constriction surface, where they participate in the nucleation of mi-
crocracks, which if developed would result in a significant strength
reduction. However, when a tungsten constriction is simultaneously
subjected to tensile deformation and electrochemical etching the sur-
face layer is constantly removed. Thus cracks are prevented from pro-
pagating in the same manner as the dissolution of the surface layer in
NaCl crystal which prevents it from early fracture [39–42]. As a result,
the experimentally obtained ultimate tensile strength σm = 10 GPa is
close to its lower theoretical limit ranging between 14.4 GPa [17,38]
and 30 GPa [34–38]. Nevertheless, the experimentally obtained ulti-
mate tensile strength is still lower than the theoretical limit, which can
be explained by a large surface-to-volume ratio in the small-size con-
strictions: the lower atomic coordination on the surface results in the
lower fracture strength of a surface layer thus leading to an earlier
failure of the constriction. Also, the tension axis is not precisely aligned
to the [100] direction due to the uncertainty in the alignment of the
rod's long axis to crystallographic direction. This can result in a shear
stress component τ normal to the [100] direction in the system.

While the simultaneous electrochemical etching and tensile de-
formation of the dislocation-free tungsten constrictions results in a
significant enhancement of the fracture strength, it can also have an
adverse effect on the bulk size crystals inevitably containing dislocation
networks [32,33]. For example, deformation of macroscopic mono-
crystalline tungsten results in the formation of approximately 80 µm
thick pre-surface layer, with a dislocation density higher than in the
crystal bulk [32]. The breaking strength of this layer is higher than of
the bulk due to the strain hardening effect in the region of a higher
dislocation density. Electrochemical etching of a bulk tungsten crystal
during deformation continuously removes the dislocation-rich layer,
thus increasing the dislocation mobility and decreasing the ultimate
tensile strength [32,33]. For example, the ultimate tensile strength for
the macroscopic crystalline tungsten is reduced by a factor of 1.5 from
1.26 GPa when a tensile test was combined with electrochemical
etching [33].

Tensile deformation assisted by electrochemical etching was used to
develop a novel two step fabrication method for unique composite STM
probes. First, tungsten tips were created by electrochemical etching
with an apex terminated by the (100) plane (Fig. 2) and then a mag-
netite nanoparticle was epitaxially grown of on top of the apex. Mag-
netite was chosen as the working end for the probes due to the spin-
dependent tunneling previously observed in the STM studies of mag-
netite [24–26]. Crystallographic structure of Fe3O4 comprises two Fe
sublattices (Fe(A) and Fe(B)) with the magnetic moments ferrimagne-
tically aligned. It is known from density functional theory calculations
[50] and spin resolved photoelectron spectroscopy [51] that the density
of states (DOS) for the Fe(A) and Fe(B) sublattices is significantly dif-
ferent. Since tunneling current in STM is proportional to the LDOS,
depending on the bias voltage tunneling current can be dominated by
electrons localized on either Fe(A) or Fe(B) sublattice. Therefore, the
composite tungsten probes terminated by a magnetite nanoparticle can
be a solution for consistent and reliable spin-polarized STM imaging.

STM imaging capabilities of the composite probes were demon-
strated under UHV conditions (p = 2 × 10–11 Torr) at cryogenic
temperatures (T = 78 K). A 0.2 monolayer thick Fe film was deposited
on the MoO2/Mo(110) surface. Fig. 7 shows STM images of the same
area of the surface recorded with the composite Fe3O4/W(100) probe at
different values of bias. No drift corrections were applied during
scanning, therefore images are slightly shifted. Both STM images in
Fig. 7 revealed the 2.3 – 2.4 nm wide MoO2 nanorows in accordance
with previous studies [52], running along the [11̄3̄] direction of the
underlying Mo(110) substrate (indicated by long red arrows). Fe atoms
on the MoO2/Mo(110) surface formed small nanoclusters with the size
of several Fe atoms across as in previous studies [27]. Individual surface
atoms (indicated by green circles in Fig. 7) were resolved at different
bias Ubias demonstrating atomic resolution capabilities of the composite

probes.
Fig. 7 clearly shows that while some nanoclusters appear the same

under different bias, others have reduced their contrast or change their
contrast completely from positive to negative. This indicates that the
tunneling current is suppressed at Ubias = 1.3 V for clusters with certain
orientation of magnetic moment. The clusters that changed or altered
their contrast upon the change of bias are indicated by arrows of the
same color in the STM images. The MoO2/Mo(110) surface topography
is not homogeneous due to the presence of nanorows and the surface
molecular field can be different for nanoclusters at different locations. It
is likely that this molecular field is responsible for a fixed magnetic
moment of nanoclusters that showed different contrast at different bias.
Apparently, the influence of this field on magnetic moment of other Fe
nanoclusters was weaker as they demonstrated superparamagnetic be-
havior in the spin-sensitive STM measurement. Earlier super-
paramagnetic behavior of Fe nanoclusters on the MoO2/Mo(110) sur-
face was observed in [53].

4. Conclusions

We studied deformation and fracture in tungsten microscale defect-
free crystals. Single crystal constrictions with a mean diameter less than
a mean inter-dislocation distance were created in a tungsten rod and
subjected to the simultaneous electrochemical etching and tensile test
which revealed the stress-strain curves made of two linear segments of
different slope (Fig. 3(b)). Counterintuitively, the slope was lower for
the initial stage of deformation than for the later stage where the strain
was significantly higher. Activation of electrochemical etching during
deformation test approximately doubled the strain and tripled the stress
at the fracture point. We suggest that, in the absence of dislocations in
the constriction region, the rod deformation and fracture were accom-
panied by migration of the nonequilibrium point defects (namely va-
cancies) which are abundant in tungsten single crystal. The slope rise
indicated depletion of the point defects from the bulk of the constriction
by means of the deformation annealing process, namely migration of
vacancies from the bulk under the uniaxial tensile stress and their
condensation on the surface. The surface layer containing vacancies
was constantly etched away thus preventing nucleation and propaga-
tion of defects into the bulk. As a result, the defect-free constrictions
were created and fractured under the stress of up to 10 GPa which is
relatively close to the theoretical fracture strength of tungsten.

A novel and simple method was developed for fabrication of spin-
sensitive composite probes for simultaneous topographic and magnetic
STM imaging. A microscale constriction was electrochemically etched
in a crystalline tungsten rod and broken along the W(100) plane by a
tensile pull creating an atomically flat apex where a magnetite nano-
particle was epitaxially grown. The probes demonstrated excellent
stability, atomic resolution and magnetic contrast in the STM mea-
surements conducted on Fe nanoclusters grown on the MoO2/Mo(110)
substrate.
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